Iron oxide magnetic nanoparticles used as probing agents to study the nanostructure of mixed self-assembled monolayers.
Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of organic molecules are of exceptional technological importance since they represent a convenient, flexible, and simple system for tuning the chemical and physical properties of surfaces. The fine control of surface properties is directly dependent on the structure of mixed SAMs which is difficult to characterize at the nanoscale with usual techniques such as scanning probe microscopies. In this study, we report on a general method to investigate at the nanoscale the structure of molecular patterns which consist in SAMs of two components. Iron oxide nanoparticles (NPs) have been used as probing agents to study indirectly the structure of mixed SAMs. Mixed SAMs were prepared by the replacement of mercaptododecane (MDD) adsorbed by mercaptoundecanoic acid (MUA) molecules on gold substrates. Therefore, the SAM surface displays both chelating carboxylic terminal groups and non-chelating methylene terminal groups. As NPs have been previously demonstrated to specifically interact with carboxylic acid groups, the increasing density in NPs was correlated with the evolution of the COOH/CH(3) terminal groups ratio. Therefore the structure of mixed SAMs was studied indirectly as well as the kinetic of the replacement reaction and its mechanism. With this aim, we took advantage of the SPR properties of the gold substrate and of the high refractive index of iron oxide nanoparticles to follow their assembling on mixed SAMs as a time resolved study. The high sensitivity and tuning of the SPR signal over a wide range of wavelengths are correlated with the NP density. Furthermore, SEM combined with image analysis has allowed studying the replacement rate of MDD by MUA in SAMs. We took also advantages of the magnetic properties of NPs to evaluate qualitatively the replacement of thiol molecules.